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Abstract. This paper gives the system description of a SAT-based CSP
solver Sugar submitted to the Third International CSP Solver Competition. The Sugar solver solves a ﬁnite linear CSP and MAX-CSP by
translating it into a SAT problem using the order encoding method and
then solving the translated SAT problem with an external SAT solver
(e.g. MiniSat). In the order encoding method, a comparison x ≤ a is
encoded by a diﬀerent Boolean variable for each integer variable x and
integer value a.
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Introduction

This paper gives the system description of a SAT-based CSP solver Sugar 3
submitted to the Third International CSP Solver Competition.
The Sugar solver solves a ﬁnite linear CSP and MAX-CSP by translating it
into a SAT problem by using order encoding method [1, 2] and then solving the
translated SAT problem by a SAT solver, such as MiniSat [3] and PicoSAT [4].
The method of the order encoding is basically the same with the one used for
job-shop scheduling problems by Crawford and Baker in [5] and studied by Soh,
Inoue, and Nabeshima in [6–8]. It encodes a comparison x ≤ a by a diﬀerent
Boolean variable for each integer variable x and integer value a.
The beneﬁt of this encoding is the natural representation of the order relation
on integers compared with the other encoding methods, such as direct encoding
and support encoding, used by other SAT-based CSP solvers [9–13].
Axiom clauses with two literals, such as {¬(x ≤ a), x ≤ a+1} for each integer
a, represent the order relation of an integer variable x. Clauses, for example
{x ≤ a, ¬(y ≤ a)} for each integer a, can be used to represent the constraint
among integer variables, i.e. x ≤ y.
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Implementation

This section describes some implementation details of the Sugar solver.
3

http://bach.istc.kobe-u.ac.jp/sugar/

(domain D0 0 2)
(int V0 D0)
(int V1 D0)
(predicate (P0 X0 X1) (ne X0 X1))
(relation R0 2 (conflicts (0 0) (1 1) (2 2)))
(P0 V0 V1)
(R0 V0 V1)
(alldifferent (V0 V1))

Fig. 1. Example of Sugar CSP description

2.1

Preprocessing

At a preprocessing stage, XCSP 2.1 ﬁle in the abridged notation is translated
into a Sugar CSP ﬁle written in a Lisp-like list format.
Fig. 1 shows an example of the Sugar CSP ﬁle.
2.2

Conversion to a Clausal Form CSP

Before encoding CSP to SAT, Sugar converts the CSP into its clausal form (that
is, Conjunctive Normal Form).
A clausal form CSP consists of a set of CSP literals, and a CSP literal is one
of the followings:4
– A Boolean literal: p or ¬p where
p is a Boolean variable.
∑
– A linear comparison literal: ai xi ≤ b where ai ’s and b are integer constants
and xi ’s are integer variables.
– A relation literal: a set of conﬂict tuples or support tuples with integer
variable arguments (for example, (R0 V0 V1) in the Fig. 1 is represented as
a relation literal).
∑
Expressions other than
ai xi ≤ b are translated by using the conversion
rules described in the Fig. 2 where E div c and E mod c are integer quotient
and remainder of E divided by an integer constant c respectively.
Basically, Sugar is not able to handle non-linear expressions in the current
implementation except some special cases. For example, xy < 0 is translated
into ((x < 0) ∧ (y > 0)) ∨ ((x > 0) ∧ (y < 0)), and xy is translated into
if(x = a1 , a1 y, a2 y) when the domain of x is {a1 , a2 }.
∧
The alldiﬀerent(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) constraint
is translated into
i<j (xi 6= xj )
∧
∧
with extra pigeon hole constraints ¬ (xi < lb + n − 1) and ¬ (xi > ub − n + 1)
where lb and ub are the lower and upper bounds of {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }. Other global
constraints are translated in a straightforward way.
Finally, constraints are converted into clausal form by using the Tseitin transformation of introducing new Boolean variables.
4

Literals for multiplications and power functions will be used in a future implementation.

Expression
Replacement
Extra condition
E<F
E+1≤F
E = F (E ≤ F ) ∧ (E ≥ F )
E 6= F (E < F ) ∨ (E > F )
max(E, F )
x
(x ≥ E) ∧ (x ≥ F ) ∧ ((x ≤ E) ∨ (x ≤ F ))
min(E, F )
x
(x ≤ E) ∧ (x ≤ F ) ∧ ((x ≥ E) ∨ (x ≥ F ))
abs(E)
x
(x ≥ E) ∧ (x ≥ −E) ∧ ((x ≤ E) ∨ (x ≤ −E))
E div c
q
(E = c q + r) ∧ (0 ≤ r) ∧ (r < c)
E mod c
r
(E = c q + r) ∧ (0 ≤ r) ∧ (r < c)
if(C, E, F )
x
(C ⊃ x = E) ∧ (¬C ⊃ x = F )
Fig. 2. Encoding expressions other than

2.3

∑

ai xi ≤ b

Constraint Propagation

Constraint propagation is done for the clausal form CSP to reduce the redundant
integer variable values, CSP clauses, and CSP literals. AC-3 algorithm is used
in the current implementation.
For example, more than half billion values were removed in the FISCHER116-fair instance.
2.4

SAT encoding

The clausal form CSP is encoded into a SAT problem by using the order encoding
method [1].
Compared with the previous version submitted to the Second CSP solver
competition [2], conﬂict tuples in extensional constraints are combined into conﬂict regions. For example, conﬂict tuples ((0, 1), (0, 2)) for variables x and y
was encoded into two clauses ¬((x ≥ 0) ∧ (x ≤ 0) ∧ (y ≥ 1) ∧ (y ≤ 1)) and
¬((x ≥ 0) ∧ (x ≤ 0) ∧ (y ≥ 2) ∧ (y ≤ 2)) in the previous version. They are now
encoded into one clause ¬((x ≥ 0) ∧ (x ≤ 0) ∧ (y ≥ 1) ∧ (y ≤ 2)) by combining
into coﬂict regions.
Support tuples are encoded by considering their complement space.
2.5

SAT solver

Sugar can use MiniSat [3] or PicoSAT [4] as an external SAT solver.
MiniSat is well known to be very eﬃcient especially for unsatisﬁable problems
and widely used in many application areas. PicoSAT is a solver based on MiniSat
with rapid restarts and reusing phases of assigned variables.
In our experiments, MiniSat is slightly better for many problems, PicoSAT,
however, uses less memory and can solve some problems which are not solved
by MiniSat under the CSP solver competition environment (that is, 900MiB
memory limitation).

3

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described some implementation details of Sugar constraint
solver submitted to the Third International CSP Solver Competition. The Sugar
solver solves a ﬁnite linear CSP and MAX-CSP by translating it into a SAT
problem using the order encoding method and then solving the translated SAT
problem with an external SAT solver (e.g. MiniSat).
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